The purpose of this review is to gain more insight on the neurocognitive processes involved in the maintenance of pathological gambling. Firstly, we describe structural factors of gambling games that could promote the repetition of gambling experiences to such an extent that some individuals may become unable to control their gambling habits. Secondly, we review findings of neurocognitive studies on pathological gambling. As a whole, poor ability to resist gambling is a product of an imbalance between any one or a combination of three key neural systems: (1) an hyperactive 'impulsive' system, which is fast, automatic, and unconscious and promotes automatic and habitual actions; (2) a hypoactive 'reflective' system, which is slow and deliberative, forecasting the future consequences of a behavior, inhibitory control, and self-awareness; and (3) the interoceptive system, translating bottom-up somatic signals into a subjective state of craving, which in turn potentiates the activity of the impulsive system, and/or weakens or hijacks the goal-driven cognitive resources needed for the normal operation of the reflective system. Based on this theoretical background, we focus on certain clinical interventions that could reduce the risks of both gambling addiction and relapse.
G
ambling, defined as an activity in which something of value is risked on the outcome of an event when the probability of winning or losing is less than certain (Korn & Shaffer, 1999) , is a very popular recreational activity. Indeed, gambling is widespread in our society (50Á80% of the general population buy a lottery ticket 51 time per year; INSERM, 2008) . However, for some individuals (about 15% of frequent gamblers and about 1.6% of the general population; INSERM, 2008; Wardle et al., 2007) , gambling can spiral out of control and become a burden.
Pathological gambling is defined as persistent and recurrent maladaptive gambling behavior that is characterized by an inability to control gambling that disrupts personal, family, or vocational pursuits (American Psychiatric Association [APA], 1994) . More specifically, similarly as in substance (e.g. alcohol or cocaine) addictions, pathological gamblers exhibit a loss of willpower to resist gambling: they persist in gambling for many 'good' reasons (e.g. to achieve the desired excitement, escape from problems, or relieve a dysphoric mood) but also despite the occurrence of negative consequences directly associated with gambling (e.g. loss of a significant relationship, job, or career opportunity) (APA, 1994) .
In this article, we argue that, similarly as in substance addiction, the loss of willpower to resist gambling reflects a pathological usurpation of mechanisms of learning that under normal circumstances serve to shape survival behaviors related to the pursuit of rewards and the cues that predict them (Duka, Crombag, & Stephens, 2011; Hyman, 2005; Milton & Everitt, 2012) . Specifically, we will first describe how structural factors (the contingency of loss and reward, near misses, providing gamblers with choice, and the casino-related context) could promote the repetition of gambling experiences and bias learning mechanisms to such an extent that vulnerable individuals may become unable to control their gambling habits. Within the second section of this article, we will focus on neurocognitive processes potentially associated with impaired ability to resist gambling. Specifically, findings from neurocognitive studies on pathological gambling have been divided into three subsections on the basis of recent models of addiction (Hofmann, Friese, & Wiers, 2008; Hofmann, Friese, & Strack, 2009; Noël, Bechara, Brevers, Verbanck, & Campanella, 2010; Noël, Brevers, & Bechara, 2013; Redish et al., 2008; Verdejo-Garcia & Bechara, 2009; Stacy & Wiers, 2010) , which view the loss of willpower to resist enactment of addiction-related behavior as a product of an imbalance between any one or a combination of three key neural systems: (a) an hyperactive 'impulsive' system, which promotes fast and automatic processing of gambling-related cues triggered by addicts' enhanced motivation to gamble coupled with a decreased motivation for other goals (see the 'Hypersensitization toward gambling-related cues' section); (b) a 'hypoactive reflective' system, which is slow and deliberative, forecasting the future consequences of a behavior, efforts to control (or cut back or stop) gambling, and self-awareness (see the 'Disruption of reflective processes' section); and (c) the interoceptive system, translating bottom-up somatic signals into subjective output (e.g. craving), which in turn potentiates the activity of the impulsive system, and/or weakens or hijacks the goaldriven cognitive resources needed to recognize and describe one's own behaviors, cognitions, and mental states (see the 'Between impulsive and reflective systems: the role of interoceptive processes' section). These three subsections start with a short description of the concepts at hand and how these relate to pathological gambling. This description is followed by a review of neurocognitive studies in pathological gambling in connection with the concept. Each subsection ends with a summary of the research findings and a discussion on potential directions for future studies. This review concludes with a general discussion of the reviewed findings and of cognitive interventions that could enhance willpower to resist gambling in pathological gamblers.
Addictive properties of gambling
How is it possible to develop a state of gambling addiction, that is, without substance intake? In this section, we detail the structural properties of gambling that encourage repeat play.
Intermittent schedule for reward and loss A possible behavioral explanation for why gamblers sometimes persist in gambling despite increasing losses is that gambling is characterized by intermittent wins and losses delivered on a variable ratio, which entails imperfect prediction of reward (Schultz, 2002) . For instance, researchers have observed that behaviors learned under intermittent reward schedules are much more resistant to extinction than behaviors initiated by continuous rewards (in both humans and animals; for a review, see Schultz, Tremblay, & Hollerman, 2003) . More specifically, it has been shown that, after an initial learning phase characterized by a continuous reward schedule, subjects almost immediately cease the activity when it is no longer rewarded. By contrast, after a primary phase characterized by intermittent rewards, subjects persist for some time in the activity that was previously rewarded. For instance, Hogarth and Villeval (2010) showed that intermittent schedules of monetary rewards lead to more persistence in behavior when payment stops, while participants in the continuous-reward-schedule condition exit as soon as payment stops.
According to Reward Prediction Error Models of Learning (Montague, Dayan, & Sejnowski, 1996; Schultz, Paul, & Tomas, 1993) , intermittent reward learning is much more resistant to extinction because it entails imperfect prediction of reward. More specifically, these models posit that rewarding events that are better than predicted (i.e. a positive reward prediction error) induce high subjective feelings of pleasure and positive emotional states. These models also suggest that subjective feelings of pleasure remain uninfluenced by events that are as good as predicted (i.e. the reward prediction error equals zero), and are depressed by events that are worse than predicted (i.e. a negative reward prediction error) . For instance, Fiorillo, Tobler, and Schultz (2003) observed that the magnitude of dopamine (i.e. a neurotransmitter that plays a major role in reward-driven learning for every type of reward) activation in monkeys co-varied with the uncertainty of reward delivery, such that activation was greatest following a signal that predicted reward on 50% of occasions Á that is, the signal associated with maximal uncertainty. As such, when we pull the lever and win some money during gambling, we experience a potent rush of pleasure precisely because the reward was so uncertain or unexpected.
In addition to this imperfect prediction of reward, the fickle nature of the payouts in gambling provides us with the illusion of a pattern. That is, we get enough reward that we keep on playing (Peters, Hunt, & Harper, 2010) . As a result, the prospect of a 'big win' actually exists on every gambling trial (Redish, Jensen, Johnson, & KurthNelson, 2007) . This fallacious expectation of winning may then lead to persistent gambling despite suffering large losses. In this context, when a gambler starts with a very big gain (or a statistically unlikely sequence of wins), the memory of this 'positive surprise' or 'big unexpected strike' persists and can drive betting behavior despite repeated losses (Redish et al., 2007) . As a result, pauses in reward acquisition in gambling fail to extinguish gambling action as they would extinguish most learned responses (Redish et al., 2007) .
'Near-miss' In gambling, a near-miss refers to a loss that looks almost the same as a win, such as when two reels of a slot machine display the same symbol and the third wheel displays that symbol immediately above or below the payoff line. In games of skill, near-misses provide useful information for players to gauge their performance. In gambling, however, near-misses do not provide any useful information to the player. In some instances, they can prove to be misleading, such as when a gambler interprets the near-miss as a positive sign of their strategy or when it promotes the view that a win is 'just around the corner' and might promote the continuation of gambling (Griffiths, 1991; Parke & Griffiths, 2004) . For instance, by using the functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) technique, Chase and Clark (2010) observed that near-misses activated the ventral striatum in frequent gamblers. They also found that problem gambling severity was associated with higher striatal responses for near-miss events. Thus, in severe problem gamblers, a near-miss might be processed as a reward, which may promote repeat of play in those individuals.
Providing gamblers with choice
Another important feature of gambling games is that individuals are given the opportunity to arrange the gamble themselves (e.g. choosing a favorite number for a lottery, choosing a number or a color for a forthcoming bet at the roulette, and choosing when to stop the reel on a slot machine). This can inflate the gambler's confidence that he or she could win (Ladouceur & Sévigny, 2005) . This process is referred to as the 'illusion of control' and was first highlighted in a series of classic experiments by Langer (1975) . In these experiments, people had to buy tickets for an office raffle. Half of the people could choose their ticket number, and half were just given a numbered ticket. Later, each person was asked if she could sell back her raffle ticket. People who were able to choose the ticket number valued their tickets significantly more than did those who did not get to choose their tickets, although both groups clearly understood that the outcome of the raffle was random. For instance, subjects who were initially able to choose their ticket asked for more money (e.g. $7) to exchange compared with the group who were allocated a ticket at random (e.g. $2). In a follow-up experiment, subjects who had chosen their ticket were more likely to refuse a swap for a ticket in a second lottery with a higher chance of winning (Langer, 1975) . This illustrates how perceived control can actually cause subjects to reject a genuine opportunity to increase their chances of winning. Thus, providing the player with choice in an event that is understood to be random has a powerful effect on the player.
Illusory perceived control has also been reported in gambling. For instance, in craps, consistent with an effect of personal control, when it is a player's turn to shoot the dice (in craps, gamblers play in a team where they take turns throwing the dice onto the craps table), he is more likely to place higher bets than when other players are shooting (Davis, Sundahl, & Lesbo, 2000) . Similarly, when given a choice between control over chip placement and random chip placement, roulette players have been shown to prefer to select their own number (Dixon, Hayes, & Ebbs, 1998) . In each of these examples, the presence of personal control has no effect whatsoever on the likelihood of winning.
In a recent study, Clark and collaborators (2012) observed that illusory perceived control can also modulate the impact of near-misses. More specifically, these authors monitored electrodermal activity (EDA) and heart rate (HR) activity of non-gambler student participants during a simulated slot-machine task involving unpredictable monetary wins. Perceived personal control was manipulated by allowing participants to select the play icon on some trials and by having the computer automatically select the play icon on other trials. Through this design, Clark, Crooks, Clarke, Aitken, and Dunn (2012) observed that, on trials that involved personal choice, near-misses produced higher ratings of 'continue to play' than full-misses. Importantly, compared to full-misses, near-miss outcomes also elicited an EDA increase, which was greater on personal-choice trials. Near-misses were also associated with greater HR acceleration than other outcomes. Altogether, the results of Clark and colleagues (2012) suggest that, in gambling, providing the player with choice (i.e. play icon selection on some trials) has a powerful effect on the player's illusory perceived control. This in turn heightens the capacity of near-miss outcomes to elicit excitement, despite their objective non-win status.
Casino-related context: sounds, light, alcohol, and pairs The topics discussed in this article state that gambling games have their own inner logic. However, it must be remembered that gambling occurs in a typical environment, usually casino settings, in which nothing is left to chance in order to encourage gamblers to stay and spend their money. The combination of the structural characteristics of the actual game being played (i.e. intermittence of wins and losses, near-misses, and providing gamblers with choice) and the situational characteristics of gambling environments has been identified as a critical ingredient in determining the repetition of gambling behavior (e.g. Finlay, Marmurek, Kanetkar, & Londerville, 2007) . Indeed, entering a casino is normally an arousing experience for individuals as they enter a pleasurable atmosphere induced by general noise, colors, and sounds (Hess & Diller, 1969) . The situational characteristics of the casino setting are typically those features of the environment that often encourage people to gamble in the first place and in some cases may facilitate further gambling (Griffiths & Parke, 2003) . Examples of such characteristics include sensory factors (e.g. atmospherics, light, color, and sound effects), access to alcohol, and the presence of other people in the vicinity.
Music and sounds
Researchers have consistently argued that sound effects contribute to the encouragement of gambling (e.g. Griffiths, 1993 found that fast-tempo music (i.e. fast music) significantly influenced a participant's betting speed when gambling. Furthermore, the music played when one wins is distinctive and memorable and could also lead to further plays (Spenwyn, Barrett, & Griffiths, 2010) . For instance, slot machine wins are routinely accompanied by bright flashing lights and loud noises. Wagenaar (1988) suggested that this sensory stimulation heightens the recall of past wins rather than past losses. By distorting the memory of past outcomes, this may bias the decision to continue playing.
Lights
Playing the tables in a casino can be a disorienting experience, thanks, in part, to a lack of clocks and natural daylight. Casinos can even simulate daylight during the dark hours to lull players into remaining at the tables and slot machines. 'Warm' colors are used in order to attempt to arouse consumers. For instance, red is often used in gambling environments (e.g. Griffiths & Swift, 1992) . This color has been found to be stronger, more exciting, and more arousing than blue (e.g. Yoto, Katsuura, Iwanaga, & Shimomura, 2007) . Stark, Saunders, and Wookey (1982) provide one of the only empirical contributions assessing the effects of colored light on gambling behavior. Their study found that gambling under red light (compared to blue light) led to more risk taking, higher stakes, and more frequent bets. More recently, Spenwyn and collaborators (2010) observed that the combined effects of both hightempo music and red light result in faster bets in a computerized version of roulette.
Alcohol
Engaging in gambling while drinking is common (Lesieur, Blume, & Zoppa, 1986) . Indeed, one tactic used in some casinos to keep gamblers betting is to offer free alcoholic drinks. Drinks may be brought to people gambling to ensure that they don't stop playing to go get a drink. More importantly, the co-occurrence of gambling and alcohol use might, in itself, serve to increase the repetition of bets. Evidence suggests that alcohol consumption can seriously damage cognitive (e.g. selfreflection and attention) processes, leading to poor decision making (e.g. Baron & Dickerson, 1999) and increased risk taking (Breslin, Sobell, & Cappell, 1999) . For instance, several studies (e.g. Cronce & Corbin, 2010) reported that alcohol use contributes to longer duration of gambling episodes and increased amount of money spent. One explanation of the impact of alcohol use on gambling behavior is that alcohol intake may restrict attention to the most salient and immediate cues only, leading to less regard for the actual odds of a gamble and previous betting losses (Steele & Josephs, 1988) .
Gambling 'with' others
On the casino floor, despite the fact that gamblers are always attempting to beat the odds against the machine, they are also in a sense in competition with others. For instance, when someone has had a big win on a machine, it will somehow mean lower immediate future payouts on this specific machine. In other words, gamblers will usually stick with a machine that has not paid out recently in the hopes that the payout is coming (Harrigan, 2009) . Moreover, the attention paid to winners on the casino floor is also in a sense a form of competition (Harrigan, 2009) . For instance, the entrances to casinos all have photos of large checks being handed to the winners.
Gambling habits: how they take control
In the 'Addictive properties of gambling' section, we have seen that gambling is characterized by structural properties that encourage repeat play. But how is it possible to keep gambling despite growing monetary losses? Here, we advance that gambling-related behavior and stimuli can acquire properties for triggering impulsive, automatic, and involuntary motivational states. If strong enough, these processes could interfere or 'hijack' high-order cognitive and affective mechanisms that are necessary for exerting control and enable an individual to resist the temptation to exhibit addiction-related behaviors (Verdejo-Garcia & Bechara, 2009 ).
Hypersensitization toward gambling-related cues
Throughout the repetition of gambling experiences, learned associations between gambling-rewards hedonic effects and stimuli in the environment endow these gambling-related cues with the ability to directly access the mental representations associated with the action of gambling and, like gambling itself, make them attractive (Hofmann et al., 2009 ). These associations are created and strengthened gradually through classical conditioning processes, that is, by the learning history of temporal or spatial coactivation between external stimuli and affective reactions (Hofmann et al., 2008 (Hofmann et al., , 2009 ). More specifically, through repeated experience with gambling, an associative cluster may be formed that links (1) gambling cues, (2) positive mood change, and (3) the behavioral schema that has led to the positive affect (e.g. the action of gambling) (Hofmann et al., 2009 ). These associative clusters endow the organism with a sense of preparedness, that is, the ability to evaluate and respond to the environment quickly in accordance with one's current needs and previous learning experiences (Hofmann et al., 2008 (Hofmann et al., , 2009 . When, for example, the gambler encounters gambling-related cues, the 'gambling cluster' may get reactivated, which will automatically trigger a corresponding impulse, consisting of a positive incentive value attributed to gambling and a corresponding behavioral schema to approach it (Stacy & Wiers, 2010) . Put differently, the broad 'working hypothesis' here is that a repeated and marked 'high' through gambling action results in long-lasting sensitization of impulsive processes for gambling behavior and related cues. As a result, gambling-related cues may be flagged as salient and grab the addicts' attention (Field, Munafò, & Franken, 2009 ) and may also automatically trigger motivationrelevant associative memories (Stacy & Wiers, 2010) . In the remainder of this section, we detail findings of studies that have examined the presence of implicit cognition in problem gambling, that is, processes that are fast and automatic, 'grab' attention (i.e. attentional bias), as well as trigger automatic implicit memory associations (i.e. implicit association).
Attentional bias
Attentional bias is a form of modified attentional processing for addiction-relevant stimuli (Franken, 2003) . In terms of gambling, this means that, relative to nongamblers, gambling-related stimuli catch problem gamblers' attention to a greater degree than non-gambling stimuli (Molde et al., 2010) .
Several studies have emphasized the presence of attentional bias for gambling-related stimuli in problem gamblers. For instance, using a modified Stroop paradigm, participants with compulsive gambling took longer to name the color of words relating to gambling compared to healthy controls or frequent non-problem gamblers (Boyer & Dickerson, 2003; McCusker & Gettings, 1997; Molde et al., 2010) . Other evidences for the presence of attentional bias in problem gambling come from Zack and Poulos (2004) , who investigated whether gambling-like drugs could prime the addictionrelated implicit cognition network. More specifically, these authors observed that, during a rapid reading task in which target words were degraded with asterisks (e.g. w*a*g*e*r), a dopamine agonist amphetamine heightened pathological gamblers' readiness to read gambling-related words while concurrently slowing their reading speed of neutral words (Zack & Poulos, 2004) . In addition, Zack and Poulos (2004) showed that the dopamine agonist enhanced self-reported motivation to gamble in pathological gamblers. These results suggest that activation of the mesolimbic dopamine system gives rise to an incentive-'seeking' state, which also involves the collateral suppression of alternative motivations. Enhanced saliency for gambling-related cues in problem gamblers has also been highlighted by research on cue reactivity. More specifically, as compared with controls, several fMRI studies found that, while viewing gamblingrelated pictures or videos, pathological gamblers exhibited higher activation in brain areas associated with a salience or motivational circuitry, including the amygdala, orbitofrontal cortex (OFC), and ventral striatum (Crockford, et al., 2005; Goudriaan, De Ruiter, Van den Brink, Oosterlaan, & Veltman, 2010; van Holst, Van Holstein, Van den Brink, Veltman, & Goudriaan, 2012a ; but see Potenza et al., 2003) .
In two recent studies, collaborators (2011a, 2011b) have investigated the time course of attentional bias for gambling-related information in problem gamblers. The assessment of attentional bias at different levels of attentional processing allows one to examine whether heightened salience for gambling cues acts at an automatic and/or at a more conscious deliberate level. More specifically, an early level of attentional processing (e.g. attentional encoding, or the initial orientation of attention) depends essentially on automatic-habit processes (Browning, Holmes, & Harmer, 2010; Cisler & Koster, 2010) , whereas later attentional processes (i.e. maintenance of attention and disengagement of attention) involve higher levels of consciousness (Cisler & Koster, 2010) . In a first study, in order to examine gamblingrelated attentional bias at the level of attentional encoding, Brevers et al. (2011a) used an attentional blink (AB) paradigm. The AB phenomenon refers to the observation that the second of two-masked targets (T1 and T2), which appears in a rapid serial visual presentation (RSVP) stream of distracters, is usually poorly identified when it is presented within a short time interval after T1 (e.g. within several hundred milliseconds; Raymond, Shapiro, & Arnell, 1992) . Using this task, Brevers et al. (2011a) observed that, in problem gamblers and compared with neutral words, gambling-related cues were less affected by the interference of other RSVP items within a short time interval after T1. This result suggests that problem gamblers are more likely to identify gambling-related words than neutral words under conditions of limited attentional resources, which is consistent with an enhanced attentional bias for gambling cues at the encoding level in problem gamblers. In another study, Brevers et al. (2011b) monitored eye movements during a change detection task. They showed that, compared with their controls, problem gamblers were faster to detect gamblingrelated than neutral-related change. In addition, these authors observed that problem gamblers directed their first eye movements more frequently toward gamblingrelated than toward neutral stimuli, exhibited more gaze fixation counts on gambling stimuli, and spent more time looking at gambling-related than neutral stimuli. These results suggest that problem gamblers exhibit attentional bias toward gambling-related cues at both levels of initial engagement (i.e. first eye movement) and maintenance of attention (i.e. fixation length and fixation count).
Implicit association
Implicit association refers to spontaneous associations between addiction-related cues and affective, arousal, and motivational representation in memory. This association tends to reveal automatic, impulsive, cognitive-motivational mental processes, which are sparsely dependent on or not available to conscious awareness (Stacy & Wiers, 2010) . In other words, implicit association could be defined as an introspectively unidentified (or inaccurately identified) trace of past experience that mediates feeling, thought, or action (Greenwald & Banaji, 1995) .
The Implicit Association Task (IAT; Greenwald, McGhee, & Schwartz, 1998 ) is a paradigm that is commonly used to assess implicit association. In a typical IAT, stimuli belonging to one of four possible categories are presented one by one on a computer screen. On each trial, participants categorize (as fast as they can) the presented stimulus by pressing one of two keys. The assumption underlying the IAT effect is that performance should be better in a task where associated categories are assigned to the same motor responses. For instance, when classifying names of flowers or insects (i.e. target stimuli) and positive or negative words (i.e. attribute stimuli), people are faster when flowers and positive words are assigned to one key and insects and negative words to the second key, as compared with the condition in which insects and positive words are assigned to one key and flowers and negative words to the other key.
So far, two studies (Brevers et al., 2013a; Yi & Kanetkar, 2010) have directly investigated implicit association toward gambling in gamblers. Yi and Kanetkar (2010) showed that problem gamblers held more positive attitudes toward gambling than did both non-problem gamblers and non-gamblers. However, a limitation of Yi and Kanetkar's study (2010) was that they used a bipolar version of the IAT, which measures the relative implicit attitude toward gambling (i.e. gamblers hold stronger positive than negative associations toward gambling). More specifically, the bipolarity of the attribute dimension (i.e. positive versus negative words) implies that the IAT effect only indicates whether the target stimuli (i.e. gambling pictures) are associated more strongly with one attribute category (e.g. negative) relative to the other attribute category (e.g. positive). Consequently, the IAT effect is difficult to interpret, and meaningful information may be lost when assessing implicit associations toward objects for which ambivalence can be high, such as addiction (see Miller & Rolnick, 1991 , who developed the idea that ambivalence toward addictive behaviors is a highly prevalent phenomenon in addicts). For instance, it is theoretically possible that two participants show an IAT effect of the same size even though one participant only has negative implicit associations with gambling while the other participant has both strong negative implicit associations with gambling and somewhat weaker positive implicit associations with gambling (Houben & Wiers, 2008) . In order to track a possible state of dual attitudes (both positive and negative) toward gambling (i.e. ambivalence), Brevers et al. (2013a) used a unipolar variant of the IAT that presents the attribute dimension in a unipolar format (Houben & Wiers, 2008) . Specifically, while the bipolar IAT contrasts two attribute categories with each other (e.g. positive vs. negative), unipolar IATs contrast the same attribute categories with neutral categories (e.g. positive vs. neutral and negative vs. neutral). Through this method, Brevers et al. (2013a) found that problem gamblers exhibited positive but not negative implicit associations toward gambling. These results are consistent with findings from Yi and Kanetkar (2010) . Importantly, the use of a unipolar measure of implicit associations rules out the possibility that problem gambling was associated with both positive and negative automatic associations.
Overall, findings from Yi and Kanetkar (2010) and Brevers et al. (2013a) are important because they suggest that, in gamblers who had experienced a number of deleterious consequences in relation to their gambling behaviors (e.g. most participants agreed with the assumption that they feel that they ever had a problem with betting or money gambling), there is no sign of dual implicit (both positive and negative) attitudes toward their gambling behaviors. Thus, positive implicit attitudes toward gambling might be one of the driving forces behind the persistence of gambling despite the occurrence of severe deleterious consequences.
Summary and future directions
Findings highlighted in this section indicate that problem gambling is characterized by implicit cognitions toward gambling-related information. More specifically, research on attentional bias and implicit association in problem gambling indicates that gambling-related cues are flagged as salient, grab the addicts' attention, and automatically trigger positive-rewarding representations. Taken together, these findings suggest that problem gambling is underlined by powerful impulsive motivational-habit machinery that might be set in motion outside awareness and perhaps in the absence of deliberate cognitive control.
In addition to attentional bias and implicit association, future research should examine whether gambling-related stimuli induce automatic action tendencies in problem gamblers. For instance, research on substance addiction has shown that substance-related stimuli can trigger an automatic motor response of approach (for a review, see Stacy & Wiers, 2010) . Several paradigms have been developed to assess this action tendency. Consider, for example, the stimulusÁresponse compatibility task (Mogg, Bradley, Field, & De Houwer, 2003) , in which participants are instructed, in one block, to move as fast as they can a manikin (i.e. a little man) toward substance-related pictures and away from neutral pictures (the 'approach substance' block), and, in another block, to move the manikin away from the substance-related pictures and toward neutral pictures (the 'avoid substance' block). Through this task, substance abusers (of alcohol, cigarettes, or marijuana) exhibited relatively fast approach movements toward substance cues (Field, Eastwood, Bradley, & Mogg, 2006; Field, Kiernan, Eastwood, & Child, 2008; Mogg et al., 2003) . Hence, by highlighting that addiction-related cues automatically trigger a corresponding impulse that consists of a behavioral schema to approach it (Stacy & Wiers, 2010) , this type of study provides strong evidence for the presence of automatic incentive habits in gambling addiction.
Disruption of reflective processes
While the hyperactivity of impulsive processes may explain addicts' motivation to seek out relevant rewards, it is clear that it does not explain how one controls his or her gambling behavior. This function refers to the action of the so-called reflective system, which is necessary to control basic impulses and allow more flexible pursuit of long-term goals.
The action of the reflective system depends on the integrity of two sets of neural systems: a 'cool' and a 'hot' executive functions system (Zelazo & Muller, 2002) . Cool executive functions are mediated by the lateral inferior and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex (Kerr & Zelazo, 2004) involved in working memory operations such as maintaining and updating relevant information, shifting back and forth between multiple tasks, and deliberately suppressing prepotent responses that are no longer relevant (Zelazo & Muller, 2002) . Hot executive functions are mediated by the orbitofrontal (OFC) and ventromedial prefrontal (VMPC) structures involved in triggering somatic states from memories, knowledge, and cognition, which allow activation of numerous affective and emotional (somatic) responses that conflict with each other (Zelazo & Muller, 2002) ; the end result is that an overall positive or negative signal emerges (Bechara & Damasio, 2005) . Thus, adequate decision making reflects the integration of cognitive (i.e. cool executive functions) and affective (i.e. hot executive functions) systems, which results in the ability to advantageously weigh short-term gains against long-term losses, that is, to optimally anticipate the potential outcomes of a given decision (Damasio, 1996) . These operations are achieved through relatively slow, controlled processes and allow one to hold onto a mental representation for contemplation and selfreflection, through which immediate stimulus control can be overcome (Smith & DeCoster, 2000) .
Disruption in 'hot' reflective function
Disruption in hot reflective function could impact decision making that is mainly influenced by affect and emotion (Brand, Labudda, & Markowitsch, 2006; Krain, Wilson, Arbuckle, Castellanos, & Milham, 2006) , such as decision making under ambiguity (i.e. situations of decision making with missing information on reward probability), in which memories of the rewards and losses from previous trials have to be triggered in order to anticipate both the short-term (e.g. monetary gains) and long-term consequences (e.g. accumulation of monetary losses) of a given choice (Bechara, 2004) . Decision making under ambiguity in pathological gambling has been examined with the Iowa Gambling Task (IGT). This task was introduced as a tool to measure 'risk-anticipation', which involves probabilistic learning via monetary rewards and punishments. Several studies (e.g. Brevers et al., 2012a; Goudriaan, Oosterlaan, de Beurs, & van den Brink, 2005) have shown that pathological gamblers exhibit a stubborn preference for options featuring high rewards but higher losses instead of options featuring low rewards and losses.
Results from behavioral studies investigating IGT performance in pathological gamblers suggest that pathological gambling is characterized by impaired hot reflective function. In other words, pathological gamblers may be hampered in their ability to trigger somatic states from previous emotional experiences of rewards and losses, which are necessary for advantageously pondering the pros and cons of a forthcoming choice. Supporting this idea, anticipatory psychophysiological reactions to disadvantageous choices during the IGT were lower in pathological gamblers than in non-gamblers (Goudriaan, Oosterlaan, de Beurs, & van den Brink, 2006) . However, recent brain-imaging studies suggest that disadvantageous performances of pathological gamblers during the IGT may not be due to a fundamental impairment in their ability to trigger a somatic state but rather to hypersensitivity for immediate and larger monetary rewards. Recent positron emission tomography (PET) studies found that, as compared with healthy controls, pathological gamblers exhibited more dopaminergic release in the ventral striatum (which is involved in the anticipation of monetary rewards; Knutson, Fong, Bennett, Adams, & Hommer, 2003) in response to highrisk choice during the IGT (Linnet, Møller, Peterson, Gjedde, & Doudet, 2011; Linnet, Peterson, Doudet, Gjedde, & Møller, 2010) . More specifically, whereas in healthy controls dopamine is released in response to advantageous deck choices (i.e. options featuring low rewards and losses), for pathological gamblers, dopamine release (Linnet et al., 2010 (Linnet et al., , 2011 and excitement (Linnet et al., 2010) are higher in response to disadvantageous deck selections (i.e. options featuring high rewards and higher losses). Using the fMRI technique, Power and collaborators (2012) have observed that, during high-risk choice in the IGT, pathological gamblers exhibited increased activation in regions encompassing the extended reward pathway, including brain areas involved in the integration of emotional and cognitive input (i.e. the OFC; Rolls & Grabenhorst, 2008) to emotional information (i.e. the amygdala; Gallagher & Chiba, 1996) . In another fMRI study, Miedl and collaborators (2010) have observed that, before taking high-risk decisions in a quasi-realistic blackjack scenario, pathological gamblers exhibited enhanced brain responses in the inferior OFC and in the medial pulvinar nucleus (the pulvinar is a relay thalamic nucleus that receives interoceptive input and in turn projects to the insula, all of which are brain areas associated with impulsive urges; Craig, 2009; Sewards & Sewards, 2003) , whereas controls showed a significant signal increase in low-risk conditions (Miedl, Fehr, Meyer, & Herrmann, 2010) , which might reflect a cue-induced signal increase for high-risk situations in pathological gamblers. Finally, van Holst and collaborators (2012b) recently showed that, compared with non-gamblers, pathological gamblers exhibited higher activity in the ventral striatum and the OFC during the expectation (i.e. the period in which the subject has made a decision and awaits the outcome) of gambling outcome. Altogether, these results suggest that pathological gamblers' hypersensitivity toward high immediate gratification may literally 'hijack' the goal-driven reflective resources that are ordinarily needed for choosing according to both long-and short-term outcomes.
Disruption in 'cool' reflective function
Recent findings on abnormal gambling suggest that the ability to suppress automatic responses could be critical to gambling addictive behavior. For instance, impaired prepotent response inhibition is thought to accelerate the course of addiction by aggravating problem gambling (Brevers et al., 2012b) and compromising abstinence from gambling (Goudriaan, Oosterlaan, de Beurs, & van den Brink, 2008) . Reductions in inhibition of prepotent responses may essentially make incentive habits more powerful, increasing their status as a 'default' automatichabit system (Houben & Wiers, 2009) . In other words, impaired response inhibition could lead to abnormal salience attribution toward gambling cues in PG.
The inhibition of prepotent motor responses can be indexed by stop-signal (Dougherty, 2003) and go/no-go tasks (e.g. Newman, Widom, & Nathan, 1985) , which require the subject to withhold simple motor responses either when a stop signal occurs (stop-signal task) or when a particular kind of stimulus is presented (go/no-go task). Impaired response inhibition performance (i.e. prolonged latency of motor response inhibition) has been previously highlighted in pathological gambling by using the stop-signal task (Odlaug, Chamberlain, Kim, Schreibe, & Grant, 2011) and the go/no-go paradigm (Goudriaan et al., 2005 (Goudriaan et al., , 2006 Kertzman et al., 2008; Roca et al., 2008) . Several studies (e.g. Grant, Chamberlain, Schreiber, Odlaug, & Kim, 2011; Lawrence, Luty, Bogdan, Sahakian, & Clark, 2009 ) also reported intact response inhibition using a stop-signal task but in a group of mostly problem (rather than pathological) gamblers. Besides, the absence of behavioral difference between controls and problem gamblers on response inhibition is not necessarily indicative of intact response inhibition processes. More specifically, results from recent studies suggest that problem gambling is underlined by a disruption of brain circuits involved in motor response inhibition. For instance, de Ruiter, Oosterlaan, Veltman, Van den Brink, and Goudriaan (2012) highlighted diminished dorsomedial prefrontal cortex activity during a stop-signal task in problem gamblers who exhibited a similar behavioral performance as their controls on motor response inhibition. Conversely, van Holst et al. (2012a) observed increased dorsolateral and anterior cingulate cortex activity in pathological gamblers compared to controls during inhibition of neutral stimuli on a go/no-go task. In other words, a more effortful strategy (i.e. higher brain activation) is undertaken in pathological gamblers to perform at a similar level as their controls (van Holst et al., 2012a) .
Importantly, Goudriaan and colleagues (2008) observed that poor inhibition of motor response in adult outpatients with pathological gambling is a critical factor responsible for the pathological gambler's weak capacity to remain abstinent 1 year after being enrolled in cognitive-behavioral treatment for pathological gambling. Moreover, a couple of studies have shown that response inhibition deficits are directly associated with the severity of gambling problems (Brevers et al., 2012b; Odlaug et al., 2011) . Taken together, findings from these studies suggest that, once impaired, prepotent response inhibition may dramatically increase the risk to become (or remain) addicted to gambling.
Summary and future directions Findings described in this section suggest that pathological gambling is associated with hampered hot and cool reflective processes. Nevertheless, with regard to hot reflective function, it seems that pathological gamblers' stubborn preference for options featuring high-uncertain rewards may not be due to a fundamental impairment in their ability to trigger a somatic state but, rather, to a hypersensitivity for immediate and larger monetary rewards. In other words, in pathological gamblers, the hyperactive salience directed at high-uncertain rewards seems to elicit gambling-related behaviors regardless of harmful consequences (e.g. monetary loss). A limitation of previous studies is that they did not specifically examine the impact of prior risk experience on pathological gamblers' subsequent decisions (i.e. risky vs. safe choices). Exploring this factor may be particularly relevant for the study of pathological gambling. Indeed, pathological gamblers are less sensitive to monetary reward and loss than non-gamblers (de Ruiter et al., 2009; Reuter et al., 2005; Tanabe et al., 2007 ; but see Hewig et al., 2010) , which could lead those persons to persist in high-risk choices despite suffering large losses (de Ruiter et al., 2009) .
With regard to cool reflective processes, impaired response inhibition in pathological gamblers suggests that this process may represent an important neurocognitive mechanism in the maintenance of their severe gambling problems. However, such correlational findings are difficult to interpret securely when referred to the hypothesis advancing that dysfunction of the inhibitory control system could further exacerbate automatic processes. Indirect evidence for this hypothesis in pathological gambling comes from a study by Zack and Poulos (2009) . These authors observed that modafinil decreased the reinforcing effects of a slot machine game (i.e. decreased reactivity to rewards) in pathological gamblers and improved their inhibitory control performances during a stop-signal task. More direct evidence of the interaction between motor response inhibition and saliency directed at gambling-related cues comes from a recent study by van Holst and collaborators (2012a). These authors showed that pathological gamblers activated the ventral striatum and dorsolateral prefrontal cortex to a greater extent while viewing gambling-related pictures (as compared with neutral ones) and that they obtained better performances than control participants during motor response inhibition of gambling-related pictures on a go/no-go task. These findings suggest that saliency toward gambling cues (evidenced through ventral striatal activation) facilitates motor response inhibition of gambling-related pictures in pathological gamblers. Nevertheless, further studies are needed in order to examine if saliency toward gambling cues could also be overwhelming, resulting in an overload of attentional resources directed at gambling stimuli and in deficient inhibitory control (Verdejo-Garcia et al., 2012) , such as when abstinent addicts experience a high subjective state of an urge to gamble. In the ''Between impulsive and reflective systems'' section, we focus on the potential impact of subjective craving on impulsive and reflective processes in problem gambling.
Between impulsive and reflective systems: the role of interoceptive processes In addition to the imbalance between the impulsive and the reflective processes, it has recently been argued that interoceptive processes may contribute to the onset and maintenance of addiction by translating sensory signals into what one subjectively experiences as a feeling of desire, anticipation, or urge (Goldstein et al., 2009; Goldstein & Volkow, 2011; Naqvi & Bechara, 2009; Verdejo-Garcia et al., 2012) . The insular cortex has emerged as the primary neural hub of interoceptive processing (Craig, 2009 ).
Insula as a 'gate' system
The formation of interoceptive representation through insular cortex activation is crucial for building advantageous decision making (Naqvi & Bechara, 2009 ). For example, activation of the insular cortex has been found in anticipating and experiencing both monetary gain (Clark, Lawrence, Astley-Jones, & Gray, 2009; Delgado, Nystrom, Fissell, Noll, & Fiez, 2000; Elliott, Friston, & Dolan, 2000; Izuma, Saito, & Sadato, 2008) and loss (Paulus, Rogalsky, Simmons, Feinstein, & Stein, 2003; Samanez-Larkin, Hollon, Carstensen, & Knutson, 2008) . Other studies have shown that the insula is also sensitive to risk level (e.g. Xue, Lu, Levin, & Bechara, 2010) . The insula is also triggered by excessive prices when deciding on whether or not to purchase a product (Knutson, Rick, Wimmer, Prelec, & Loewenstein, 2007) . Thus, by working together with the orbitofrontal and ventromedial brain regions, the insula can trigger bodily states, map bodily states, and represent the relationship between changes in the bodily states and the objects that elicited them (Naqvi & Bechara, 2009 ).
However, it has recently been suggested that the insula may also hamper the ability to decide advantageously. Indeed, in addicted individuals, hyperactivity of impulsive processes can bias the action of the insula cortex toward the enactment of addiction-related behaviors (Naqvi & Bechara, 2009 ). More specifically, the insula may play a key role in translating interoceptive signals into what one subjectively experiences as a feeling of urge toward addiction-related actions or cues (Craig, 2009; Naqvi & Bechara, 2009 ). For instance, imaging studies evidenced activity within the insula correlating with the subjects' rating or urge for cigarettes, cocaine, alcohol, and heroin (Craig, 2009; Naqvi & Bechara, 2009 Verdejo-Garcia et al., 2012) . Strokes that damage the insula tend to literally wipe out the urge to smoke in individuals who were previously addicted to cigarette smoking (Naqvi, Rudrauf, Damasio, & Bechara, 2007) . In this study, smokers with brain damage involving the insula were 100 times more likely than smokers with brain damage not involving the insula to undergo a 'disruption of smoking addiction' characterized by the ability to quit smoking easily, that is to say, immediately, without relapse, and without a persistence of the urge to smoke (Naqvi et al., 2007) .
Using functional connectivity analyses, several studies have highlighted interconnectivity between the insula and the striatum in addicts when viewing addiction-related cues (e.g. Nummenmaa et al., 2012) . These findings suggest that the insula integrates autonomic and visceral signals into reward-motivational functions. With regard to pathological gambling, a couple of studies showed that problem gamblers exhibit high gambling-related cravings after viewing a series of gambling-related pictures (Goudriaan et al., 2010) Edwards, Quickfall, & el-Guebaly, 2005; Wulfert et al., 2009) . Moreover, Goudriaan and colleagues (2010) found brain activation patterns in the insula and in the VMPC during gambling cue reactivity in pathological gamblers, which correlated positively with scores of subjective gambling craving. Similar activations have also been highlighted in nicotine addiction (e.g. Janes et al., 2010) . Importantly, recent studies show that disruptions in response inhibition might be more pronounced during heightened motivational states, such as when abstinent addicts experience a high subjective state of an urge to take drugs (Verdejo-Garcia et al., 2012) or drink alcohol (Gauggel et al., 2010) . Thus, saliency toward addictionrelated cues may be particularly overwhelming under a high subjective state of urge, resulting in an overload of attentional resources toward these affective stimuli and in disrupted inhibitory control, which could lead to relapse in abstinent addicts (Gauggel et al., 2010; Verdejo-Garcia et al., 2012) .
In addition, recent theoretical accounts (Goldstein et al., 2009; Goldstein & Volkow, 2011) advance that deprivation interoceptive signals may also hamper metacognitive abilities (i.e. the ability to apply introspection toward one's own behavior, which may be operationalized as the ability to discriminate correct from incorrect performance; Cleeremans, Timmermans, & Pasquali, 2007) in addicts. Such impairment of metacognitive capacity in individuals suffering from addiction may be reflected in one of the most common observations from the clinic of addiction, that is, impairment in recognition of the severity of the disorder by the addict (i.e. lack of insight; Goldstein et al., 2009 ). For instance, only 4.5% of the 21.1 million persons classified as needing (but not receiving) substance use treatment reported a perceived need for therapy (SAMHSA, 2007) . Hence, when metacognitive judgment becomes exceedingly disrupted, the repetition of addiction-related behaviors may be heightened by an underestimation of addiction severity. Dissociations between self-perception and actual behavior have been found in cocaine users (Moeller et al., 2010) , with nicotine dependence (Chiu, Lohrenz, & Montague, 2008) , in methamphetamine-dependent individuals (Payer, Lieberman, & London, 2011) , and in young marijuana abusers (Hester, Nestor, & Garavan, 2009) , as well as in pathological gambling (Brevers et al., 2013b, c) .
Summary and future direction By translating deprivation interoceptive signals into what may become subjectively experienced as a feeling of urge or craving, activation in the insular cortex increases the drive and motivation to smoke, take drugs, or gamble in addicts by (1) sensitizing or exacerbating the activity of the habit or impulsive system; and (2) subverting attention, decision-making, and metacognitive processes to seek and access gambling. Put differently, the insula is viewed as a 'gate' system that responds to homeostatic perturbations and, in turn, has the capacity to 'hijack' or overlap reflective processes toward addiction-related cues at the expense of the cognitive resources necessary for exerting inhibitory control (Sutherland, McHugh, Pariyadath, & Stein, 2012; Verdejo-Garcia & Bechara, 2009) . However, future studies are needed to directly examine the impact of gambling-related craving on impulsive (i.e. salience attribution directed at gamblingrelated cues) and reflective (i.e. response inhibition) processes. For instance, one may expect that, under a high state of gambling-related craving, pathological gamblers would be more hampered in their ability to inhibit gambling-related stimuli as compared with neutral stimuli. With regard to metacognition, the abnormal degree of dissociation found in pathological gamblers between the 'object' and the 'meta' level raised the possibility that poor metacognition leads to poor action and decision-making monitoring and adjustment (Nelson & Narens, 1990) . However, additional studies are needed in order to identify how interoceptive signals bias accurate judgment performance in addicts.
Discussion
In this article, we reviewed the neurocognitive processes potentially involved in pathological gamblers' loss of willpower to resist gambling temptation, that is, their inability to resist high-uncertain rewards despite mounting monetary losses leading to personal, familial, financial, professional, and legal negative consequences.
As a whole, findings suggest that the stubborn persistence of gambling habits in pathological gamblers might be underlined by increased automatic motivational responses directed at gambling-related behaviors coupled with a lowered efficiency of impulse control and selfreflective processes. Put differently, results from cognitive and brain-imaging studies suggest that the failure at selfcontrol in gambling addiction may involve a deregulation in both impulsive and reflective processes, which hampers pathological gamblers' capacity to bypass immediate temptations in the service of long-term goals. In addition, such a dual-process approach also emphasizes the transitional processes from recreational to disorder gambling. Specifically, when a 'prospective' pathological gambler begins to gamble, he is able to contain his gambling within socially acceptable limits. During this 'first stage', gambling induces fun, excitement, new ideas, and stimulation. However, as gambling behavior grows in frequency, it starts to lose some of its seductiveness. Gambling retains its ability to change positively one's mood, but, meanwhile, it grows to exploit and tease apart functions in learning, motivation, and assessment of the salience of a stimulus to such an extent that the vulnerable individual acts out more and more to cover up an extreme need (and sometimes urge) to gamble again. The development of such motivational machinery is incremental, that is, set in motion spontaneously and independently of explicit cognitive control, and thus relatively impervious to gaining awareness about its triggers. In other terms, the addictive process begins long before the occurrence of negative consequences induced by the repetition of gambling habits. As such, not only pathological but also recreational and low-problem gamblers could benefit from cognitive evaluations aiming at assessing motivational (e.g. attention bias and implicit memory association) and self-regulatory (e.g. inhibition of gambling-related pictures and metacognition) processes associated with their gambling behaviors. Such types of evaluation may help the individual to gain a better insight on processes involved in his own gambling habits, which would allow him to better prevent the development of exaggerated gambling behaviors.
The theoretical framework developed in the present article is in line with other models of addiction, such as the impaired response inhibition and salience attribution (I-RISA) model of addiction (Goldstein & Volkow, 2002) . The I-RISA was developed to integrate the increased salience of drug-related cues as a result of repeated drug consumption (in line with hyperactive impulsive processes) with premorbid deficiencies in top-down inhibitory control (in line with hypoactive reflective processes) that leave an individual susceptible to addiction. Findings described in this article are also in line with other theoretical accounts that view addictive behaviors as the results of an increase in approach behavior to addictionrelated stimuli. Specifically, according to the allostatic (stability through change) model (Koob & Le Moal, 1997) , throughout the development of an addiction, opponentprocesses that are part of normal homeostatic limitations of the reward function fail to return within the normal homeostatic range. In this model, addiction is thus viewed as a chronic deviation of a brain reward system's set point that progressively increases, resulting in compulsive drugseeking and drug-taking behaviors. In line with this account, the incentive sensitization theory (Robinson & Berridge, 1993 , 2001 , 2008 predicts that the repeated pairing of the drug (triggering a large incentive response) with associated environmental stimuli leads these stimuli to acquire increased salience and capture attention, over and above naturally rewarding stimuli (Robinson & Berridge, 1993) . Furthermore, Everitt et al. (2001) argued that addiction-related stimuli elicit stimulusÁresponse mechanisms that are habitual and automatic. As a result, drug-seeking and -taking behavior ultimately becomes compulsive, being inflexible, persistent, and insensitive to devaluation or punishment (Belin & Everitt, 2008; Everitt & Robbins, 2005) . Taken together, these three models are in line with studies reviewed in this article that showed that comparable sensitization to addiction-related cues occurs in pathological gambling, which encompasses the presence of implicit cognition toward gambling stimuli, gamblingrelated craving during gambling-cues reactivity, and higher activity in the brain reward system during the anticipation and expectation of gambling outcomes. It is noteworthy that while these theoretical accounts view addictive behaviors as the results of an increase in impulsive processes toward addiction cues, it does not diminish the importance of the top-down prefrontal inhibitory control in the development of addiction-related behaviors (Goldstein & Volkow, 2011) . For instance, the incentive salience hypothesis acknowledges that dispositional weaknesses in executive function may explain why only a subset of individuals exposed to addictive drugs develop a fullblown addiction (Robinson & Berridge, 2008) .
Impairments highlighted in pathological gamblers through this review correspond well to disruptions of impulsive (e.g. attentional bias at an early level of attentional processing) and reflective (e.g. disrupted prepotent response inhibition) processes highlighted in drug and alcohol dependence (for a review, see Leeman & Potenza, 2012; Noël et al., 2010 Noël et al., , 2013 Stacy & Wiers, 2010) , suggesting that gambling addiction shares common mechanisms with substance addiction. In line with the classification of pathological gambling in the DSM-V, gambling disorder can thus be viewed as a 'behavioral addiction' which shares common mechanisms with substance dependence but where, critically, there is no administration of an exogenous substance to cause harmful effects in the brain. Hence, given the absence of the confounding effect of chemical substances that can alter the brain in many non-specific ways, the study of pathological gambling offers perhaps one of the best approaches to understanding and extracting components specifically involved in the development of addiction. Noteworthy, the present article reviewed findings highlighted in samples of problem and pathological gamblers with no comorbid substance diagnoses. Hence, by taking into account that up to 73% of pathological gamblers have a lifetime comorbid alcohol use disorder and up to 38% have a lifetime substance use disorder (Petry, Stinson, & Grant, 2005) , we may be focused on a super-selected sample of problem and pathological gamblers. This limits the generalizability of findings reviewed in the present paper. For instance, a number of studies have highlighted that, as compared with pathological gamblers without substance use disorders, pathological gambling subjects with substance abuse disorders are characterized by higher decreased self-control processes (e.g. poor ability to delay gratification [Petry, 2001; Petry & Casarella, 1999] and impairment in decision making under risk [Ledgerwood, Alessi, Phoenix, & Petry, 2009] ).
Finally, with regard to clinical practice, the adoption of cognitive interventions aiming at moderating the actions of impulsive processes or at boosting reflective resources may provide a useful tool for helping pathological gamblers to better cope with their inability to resist gambling. For instance, based on findings showing (early and late) attentional bias toward gambling cues in problem gamblers (Brevers et al., 2011a, b) , future studies should test whether cognitive procedures (e.g. attentional bias modification training during a modified visual probe task; MacLeod, Rutherford, Campbell, Ebsworthy, & Holker, 2002) diminish gambling behaviors in pathological gamblers. More specifically, in alcohol abuse disorders, it has recently been demonstrated that, when randomly assigned to either the attending (i.e. directing attention toward the location of alcohol-related cues) or avoiding (i.e. directing attention away from the location of alcohol-related cues) condition of a modified probe task, only alcohol-dependent participants who were required to systematically avoid alcohol cues showed decreased craving for alcohol and reduced risk of relapsing within the days and weeks following the attentional bias modification training intervention (Schoemakers et al., 2010) . With regard to reflective processes, given that disrupted inhibitory control processes characterize severe pathological gamblers (Brevers et al., 2012b) and are a strong predictor of gambling relapse (Goudriaan et al., 2008) , improving motor response inhibition may be crucial for recovery from gambling abuse. For instance, by experimentally priming either disinhibited (i.e. participants were told that they should try to inhibit responding to ''Stop'' stimuli if possible, but that this was less important than rapid responding to the ''Go'' stimuli) or restrained behaviors (i.e. participants were told that they should try to respond quickly to Go stimuli if possible, but that this was less important than successful inhibition on Stop trials) while participants completed a StopSignal task, Jones et al. (2011) found increased consumption of beer during a test phase in the ''disinhibition group'' as compared with the ''inhibited group.'' This finding led to the idea that motor inhibition shares mechanisms with alcohol use in social drinkers, and that improving motor inhibitory control impacts behavior in decreasing alcohol use. Studies are needed in order to test whether a similar training procedure impacts positively on gambling behaviors in pathological gamblers. Thus, from the standpoint of the present framework, therapeutic intervention may be most effective if it simultaneously changes people's reasoned attitudes, beliefs, and control standards (e.g. through common interventions for cognitive restructuring, education, or persuasion) and, in addition, changes problematic impulsive behavior precursors by retraining impulsive and reflective processes though novel neurocognitive intervention. This association would create situational and dispositional circumstances that are conducive for effective self-control by increasing self-monitoring, self-efficacy, coping skills, control capacity, and intrinsic motivation for gambling cessation.
